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Stakeholder walkthrough

Copy provided by content
Stakeholder and team 
walkthrough

Legal review

Business owner reviewed

 Status: Complete Status: In Progress
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 CHECKLIST

Business owner

Legal

Signed Off

As- Is Journeys

Digital Impacted Journeys

Questions Information Risks Action 
needed

Lead by the UX designer this allows for discovery, 
inception followed by ideation, prototyping and 
testing. The output will be high fidelity designs 
signed off by the stakeholder and legal.

Design

UX Designer

Juan

UX  to handover to dev (Date)

Añadir texto

UX Gate 0 Estimate (# of weeks)

Añadir texto

Ref material (links below)

Rego 2.0

Plan cards

SQ

Confirmation page

Splitter

Sales scripts

Legal doc

Confirmation email

Checkout

Cart

REGO 1.0 (NBN)

SQ

Plans page

Homepage

New Acquisition 

 Status: Complete Status: In Progress Questions Information Risks Action 
needed  Status: Complete Status: In Progress Questions Information Risks

Action 
needed

n

Live Chat

Legal

About

Support

Search

Other

 Status: Complete Status: In Progress Questions Information Risks
Action 

needed  Status: Complete Status: In Progress Status Not started Questions Information Risks
Action 

needed  Status: Complete Status: In Progress Status Not started Questions Information Risks
Action 

needed

Plan cards

Current plan details page

Dashboard

Splitter

IAS
RUMBA & 

SNBS
Novus

Confirmation page

Legal doc

Checkout

Cart

Authentication

SQ

Plans page

Sales script

Existing Customers

[Login page] [OTP] [Logout] [Eligibility]

[Review] [ Order Summary]

Forgotten Password

Registration

Login/Logout

Access

Onboarding

Edit Profile

Bills and payments

Dashboard

NBN

No

Confirmation email

[Review] [ Order Summary]

[SQ only] 
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 Status Not started Status Not started

https://tpgtelecom.atlass
ian.net/wiki/spaces/DCT
D/pages/9399250749076
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Powerpoint presentation
https://tpgtelecom- 

my.sharepoint.com/:p:/r/personal/juan_mollevi_tpgtel
ecom_com_au/_layouts/15/Doc.aspx? 

sourcedoc=%7B07116934- ACAC- 4975- BF2E- 
72F35B4DEB7D%7D&file=MAS%20Changes%20Produc
t%20Spec%20v5.pptx&action=edit&mobileredirect=tru

e&cid=907b3b9b- 7379- 4284- a2b2- d4542c1e1f67

Links

Excel
https://tpgtelecom- 

my.sharepoint.com/:x:/r/personal/juan_mollevi_tpgtel
ecom_com_au/_layouts/15/doc2.aspx? 

sourcedoc=%7BF69F7BFD- 294F- 490E- A7F9- 
D53479CA217B%7D&file=MAS%20New%20Plan%20Ta
ble.xlsx&action=default&mobileredirect=true&cid=d35

3cf94- 066e- 4282- 892e- 2cea7d1053e3

Addresses

Test address:

3 COLLYER STREET, 
BELMONT, WA, 6104

49 - 54 Mbps
cannot get NBN100 or 250

63 Hassall Street, 
PARRAMATTA NSW 2150

6 Selwyn Circuit, TRINITY 
PARK  QLD  4879

124 Parry Street, 
NEWCASTLE WEST NSW 
2302

 Unit 1909 2 Quay Street, 
HAYMARKET NSW 2000

U 41 1-17 ALICE ST, 
NEWTOWN, NSW 2042

Riverside Hamilton, Unit 
31202  2 Harbour Road, 
HAMILTON  QLD  4007

118 Wright ST KEWDALE 
WA 6105

U 24 11 HUNTER ST, 
PARRAMATTA NSW 2150

Unit 1  138 Longueville 
Road, LANE COVE  NSW  
2066

TPG NBN PageiiNet NBN Page

U1607 14 Kavanagh St, 
SOUTHBANK VIC 3006

29 Osmond Terrace, 
GILLES PLAINS SA 5086

4G

Peform address 
check using these 

addresses on the 2 
pages provided.

Compile 
screenshots of the 

result SQ

1. Perform SQ on 
Australian ISP NBN Plan 
pages using address: 3 

COLLYER STREET, 
BELMONT, WA, 6104
2. Confirm if MAS Is 

displayed
3. Go to first page of signup
and see if MAS is displayed

Show
plan

Show
plan

Shows unavailable 
plans surpassing MAS?

Show
plan

Address input first or 
after availability display?

After FirstAfter

Don't
show

Don't
show

Don't
show

Don't
show

First First First First

Most common scenario

Don't
show

Don't
show

Don't
show

After After After

Important slides

Competitor analysis

AS IS Journey SQ iiNet

Not 
showing 

plans 
above MAS

NBN Plans
https://www.iinet.net.au/internet- product/broadband/nbn/plans/fibre

Our fastest NBN plans
https://www.iinet.net.au/internet- product/broadband/nbn/plans/fibre/nbn250- nbn- ultrafast

No address Available address Unavailable address

Content table 
always on 

display 
regardless of 

address

NBN Wireless
https://www.iinet.net.au/internet- product/broadband/nbn/plans/wireless

No address Available address Unavailable address

Redirected
to NBN 

Plans Page

Which ones 
mention MAS?

Mention
to MAS

Mention
to MAS

Mention
to MAS

Solutions seen in 
competitors Not showing plans above 

MAS in their table offering

? ?

Showing plans greyed out

Most 
used

Make plans not available for 
selection with an explanation 
of why not / concept of MAS

Not showing any plans until 
input adress, then not 

showing above MAS plans

N
O

Wireless Not
necessary

N
O

YES YES

N
O

N
O

N
O

YES YES

N
O

Users 
address is
FTTN/B/C

No 
changes

Do we 
know 
MAS

Show "we will
confirm MAS 
after signup" 

message

Is the MAS 
high enough
to be eligible
for all plans

Show MAS 
and all 

plans are 
selectable

Show MAS, only 
eligible plans are 

selectable. Ineligible 
plans are displayed 
but disabled and 

not selectable

Scenario 1: Op2 - Filter out non selectable plansScenario 1: Op1 - Display only selectable plans

Variant 1

Small 
component 
options

Variant 2

Large 
component 
options

Above MAS plans 
hidden

(nbn100 and above 
removed)

N
O

N
O

YES YES

U
N

KN
O

W
N

Users 
address is
FTTN/B/C

No 
changes

Do we 
know 
MAS

Show "we will
confirm MAS 
after signup" 

message

Is the MAS 
high enough
to be eligible
for all plans

Show MAS 
and all 

plans are 
selectable

Show MAS, only 
eligible plans are 

selectable. Ineligible 
plans are displayed 
but disabled and 

not selectable

Modal 
Disclaimer 

before checkout

Scenario 2 - MAS can't be calculated

Potentially showing 
this option with 

deactivated plans

CM: Does anyone actually allow 
its customers to select a plan 
outside their MAS range and 
force this "I acknowledge I'm 

choosing the wrong plan" 
suggested solution?

-- Yes, but after the product 
selection page

Terminology seen in 
competitors MAS

Maximum speed/s

Availability

Un/available
...at your address

Recommended

Education

NBN Key Fact Sheets

Users 
address is
FTTN/B/C

No 
changes

Do we 
know 
MAS

Show "we will
confirm MAS 
after signup" 

message

*Fiber to the Node /Building / Curb

Is the MAS 
high enough
to be eligible
for all plans

Show MAS 
and all 

plans are 
selectable

Show MAS, only 
eligible plans 

are selectable. 
Ineligible plans 

are hidden

CM: How high is the 
occurrence of this use 
case of not being able 

to calculate MAS?

-- Actually quite likely

CM: Is this a more 
appropriate journey 

location for the 
disclaimer check- box?

-- Going to check 
location need with legal

CM: Do customers care? 
When affirming info what 

should be the priority 
hierarchy of info?

-- Happy to reduce 
importance but still make it

accessible.

CM: Why would 
we allow this? 

Seems like we're
laying a trap.

CM: Should we clear up the 
problem statement to be truer to

the real customer pain point? 

New customers need a more 
informed way to choose between 

plans because they’re signing up to
plans with speeds that cannot be 

attained at their address.  

Modal appear if the 
plan selected is a 

close match to MAS

Potential placement of MAS disclaimer

AS IS New space outside speed 
component

Task 1: How might we 
display the MAS on our 
NBN page, post SQ in 
an effective way. Can 

we explore other 
placements e.g. further

down page?

Redesign speed component 
to include MAS

Filter tab (Show all) Small print in paragraph Modal

Instead of

Plans for this address Show all plans

Options of new MAS 
component under SQ

UX Ideation

?

CM: Potentially 
slightly deceptive 

to use the max 
speed icon when 
they might only 

get 20Mbps

Is this in
scope?

Dave Palmer

smallLarge
potentially more 
benefitial, need 

legal to have a look

having just a mention 
in the paragraph terms

don't think will be 
possiible

fiber connect will 
have tabs, but we do
indeed have already 

a tab at the 
beginning of the 

table. Not 
recommended?

clarify of the criteria of where
is the threshold of offering a 

product if the speed is a 
range that is so close to the 

offering

Should we have a modal/disclaimer 
to make the user confirm that they 
understand that the speed might 

not be achieved sometimes

JM: mockup a 
version with a 

modal confirmation

Legal team 
might help clarify

Dave and I contact 
legal: contact 

Alison Beaumer

candice: potentially
clarify NBN 

product speed

Figma
https://www.figma.com/file/7tMeS4

DpglwzTVXPVbbX2I/iiGroup- Plan- 
Page- UI- (FINAL)?type=design&node- 

id=2417-54115

MAS
=

Higher than all available plans
⬇

Show all plans

MAS
=

Can't be calculated
⬇

All plans + 
disclaimer acceptance

SQ Screens

Disclaimers

MAS
=

Mid tier
⬇

Hide plans over MAS, show closest match + 
disclaimers if MAS is unattainable

S1: selected plan under MAS
S1: selected plan is a range of MAS (close match)

Other

Pre task questions

Positive

End

Start

Task

Task BTask A

Post Task Question

Journey

My Research goal 
is... 

What I need to 
answer 

My Research 
question is... 

My research goal as a 
question 

Defining my 
question

I want to know if...

I want to know 
how...

I want to know 
why....

Scenario: 
Why they’re doing the 

task 

Task: 
What do you want 
them to do? Give a 

clear end point 

Fake details (If 
needed)

Reminder to talk out 
loud (if needed)

Questions:
 Open text box

[Scenario]
Imagine you are moving house to a new suburb and 
Please use the speed test to see the speed at your new 
address
[Task]
Click the button START, wait for the speed calculation and 
press SUCCESS when you are done.

[Scenario]
Imagine you want to purchase the fastest NBN plan 
available for your household of 5 people.

[Task 1] Scroll through the page without clicking on 
anything and review the internet plans displayed.
[Task 2] Press the "Check Address" button to search for 
plans. Review the plans again and TALK ALOUD your 
thoughts while selecting your plan.
[Task 3 - END] After a plan is selected, finish the task by 
clicking SUCCESS.

500 characters max

[Scenario]
Imagine you are moving house to a new suburb and 
Please use the speed test to see the speed at your new 
address.
[Task]
Click the button START, wait for the speed calculation and 
press SUCCESS when you are done.

[Scenario]
Imagine you want to purchase the fastest NBN plan 
available for your household of 5 people.

[Task 1] Scroll through the page without clicking on 
anything and review the internet plans displayed.
[Task 2] Press the "Check Address" button to search for 
plans. Review the plans again and TALK ALOUD your 
thoughts while selecting your plan.
[Task 3 - END] After a plan is selected, finish the task by 
clicking SUCCESS.

500 characters max

Task C

SQ Address input
(automatic for the prototype, just 1 click)

SQ Address input
(automatic for the prototype, just 1 click)

YES YES

Did you understand why you couldn't select the 
greayed out plan?

Could you descrive the speed that you are able to 
achieve at your address?

What do you think about the greyed out plan?

Can a user understand the limitations of MAS at their 
address when buying a plan?

to understand what's the thought process of an user when 
their potential plan doesn't qualify per their MAS

Do users understand enough their MAS to select their 
most appropriate plan for their home?

Do users understand why some high speed plans are 
not available at their address?

Screener

Free will task (no direction)

Was anything unclear to you?

[Scenario]
You are curious about your NBN speed and need to 
assess it before considering getting a new plan.
[Task]
Click the button START, wait for the speed calculation and 
press SUCCESS when you are done.

[Scenario]
Imagine you want to purchase a fast NBN plan for your 
household of four people. You are not constrained by your 
budget.
[Task]
Scroll through the page without clicking on anything and 
review the internet plans displayed.
Press the "Check Address" button to search for plans. 
Review the plans again and TALK ALOUD your thoughts.
[Complete] After a plan is selected, finish the task by 
clicking SUCCESS.

500 characters max

Ensure users are able to find their MAS and understand 
what it means

Do we provide an intuitive experience when users are 
presented a subset of plans limited by their MAS

I want to know if a user can make the right plan 
selection while understanding their MAS

I want to know how users assess themselves their SQ and 
explore the plans

the navigate in that way

Considering changing their service to an NBN home plan

Reach checkout page while using the speed assessment 
and choose an appropiate plan for them

SQ Address input
(automatic for the prototype, just 1 click)

YES

PRE- TASK SPEED TEST distraction questions
Rate the difficulty of comprehension of the speed test 1-5
______

In a scale to STRONGLY DISAGREE (1) and STRONGLY 
AGREE (5), please reate the following statements:

I understood what plan was the most appropriate for 
me.
I understood my maximum speed at my address
I found the typical evening speed clearly
I found the maximum speed clearly
I understand the difference between typical evening 
speed and maximum speed
I found Maximum speed important in this task

_________________

OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING BEHAVIOURS
The typical evening speed helped me choose this plan
The maximum speed helped me choose this plan
The price helped me choose this plan

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

1.
2.
3.

Checkout

iinet NBN prototype

TEST TEMPLATE
4. Make a user 

purchase a plan 
without MAS being 

able to be calculated

3. Prompt an user 
to buy a plan that 
is above their MAS

1. Make an user purchase 
their most optimal plan for
a large family, regardless 

of the cost

2. Make an user to purchase 
the most optimal plan while 
showing them 1 plan above 

their MAS that they don't 
qualify for

[Scenario]
Imagine you are moving house to a new suburb and would 
Please use the speed test to see the speed at your new 
address.
[Task]
Click the button START, wait for the speed calculation and press 
SUCCESS when you are done.

[Scenario]
Imagine you want to purchase the fastest NBN plan 
available for your household of 4 people.

[Task 1] Scroll through the page without clicking on anything 
and review the internet plans displayed.
[Task 2] Press the "Check Address" button to search for plans. 
Review the plans again and TALK ALOUD your thoughts while 
selecting your plan.
[Task 3 - END] After a plan is selected, finish the task by clicking 
SUCCESS.

500 characters max

I want to know if a user understand enough of their 
speed limitations when attemptint to buy their 
maximum speed plan

I want to know whether an user understands why they 
can't select their ideal plan

Ensure users understand MAS even when it is not possible to 
calculate it

Do users understand MAS and the next steps when their 
speed can't be calculated before the purchase?

I want to know if the information presented to the user is 
clear enough for them to understand the concept of MAS 
and the risks and next steps after purchase

I want to know how users learn about MAS and make 
their right choice

they choose that plan

I want to know how users learn about MAS when they 
can't select the plan that they had in mind

the navigate in that way the navigate in that way

I want to know how users learn about MAS and their 
limitations and impact in their purchase

They are intersted in gettign a plan with a high speed They are intersted in gettign a plan with a high speed Considering changing their service to an NBN home plan

Reach checkout page while using the speed assessment 
and choose an appropiate plan for them

Reach checkout page while using the speed assessment 
and choose an appropiate plan for them

Reach checkout page while using the speed assessment and 
choose an appropiate plan for them

SQ Address input
(automatic for the prototype, just 1 click)

YES

PRE- TASK SPEED TEST distraction questions
Rate the difficulty of comprehension of the speed test 1-5
______

In a scale to STRONGLY DISAGREE (1) and STRONGLY 
AGREE (5), please reate the following statements:

I understood what plan was the most appropriate for 
me.
I understood my maximum speed at my address
I found the typical evening speed clearly
I found the maximum speed clearly
I understand the difference between typical evening 
speed and maximum speed
I found Maximum speed important in this task

_________________

OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING BEHAVIOURS
The typical evening speed helped me choose this plan
The maximum speed helped me choose this plan
The price helped me choose this plan
See if the user can tell the diference before and after 
SQ

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

1.
2.
3.
4.

PRE- TASK SPEED TEST distraction questions
Rate the difficulty of comprehension of the speed test 1-5
______

In a scale to STRONGLY DISAGREE (1) and STRONGLY 
AGREE (5), please reate the following statements:

I understood what plan was the most appropriate for 
me.
I understood my maximum speed at my address
I found the typical evening speed clearly
I found the maximum speed clearly
I understand the difference between typical evening 
speed and maximum speed
I understood why the fastest plan was inactive
The pop up made me want to quit the process
I found Maximum speed important in this task

_________________

OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING BEHAVIOURS
The typical evening speed helped me choose this plan
The maximum speed helped me choose this plan
The price helped me choose this plan
I understood why I could not select the fastest plan

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

1.
2.
3.
4.

PRE- TASK SPEED TEST distraction questions
Rate the difficulty of comprehension of the speed test 1-5
______

In a scale to STRONGLY DISAGREE (1) and STRONGLY AGREE (5), 
please reate the following statements:

I understood what plan was the most appropriate for me.
I understood my maximum speed at my address
I found the typical evening speed claerly
I found the maximum speed clearly
I understand the difference between typical evening speed 
and maximum speed
I found Maximum speed important in this task
I found the information in the pop- up screen clear
The pop up made me want to quit the process

_________________

OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING BEHAVIOURS
The typical evening speed helped me choose this plan
The maximum speed helped me choose this plan
The price helped me choose this plan
I understood what would happen if I chose the fastest plan

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Do you find the information provided enough for you to 
understand the plan you chose?

4. Make a user 
purchase a plan 

without MAS being 
able to be calculated

3. Prompt an user 
to buy a plan that 
is above their MAS

1. Make an user purchase 
their most optimal plan for
a large family, regardless 

of the cost

2. Make an user to purchase 
the most optimal plan while 
showing them 1 plan above 

their MAS that they don't 
qualify for

Phase 1 MAS Plan 
Business Rules

Phase 2 MAS Plan 
Business Rules

t

 Checklist

Stakeholder and team 
walkthrough

Other

Negative

Pre task questions Task 5

Positive

End

Start

Task

Task 4Task 3Task 2

Post Task 
Question

Journey Task 1

My Research 
goal is... 

What I need to 
answer 

My Research 
question is... 

My research goal 
as a question 

Defining my 
question

I want to know 
if...

Modal Plan set Interim 
Plan

Rego - Confidence
with proceeding 
with the order

I want to know 
how...

I want to know 
why....

Scenario: 
Why they’re doing 

the task 

Task: 
What do you want 
them to do? Give a 

clear end point 

Fake details (If 
needed)

Reminder to talk 
out loud (if 

needed)

Post Task 
Questions:

Ranking / rating? 

Questions:
 Open text box

Was there anything 
that confused you or 
you expected to see?

It was clear to me that I
needed 

1 Strongly Disagree - 5 
Strongly Agree

The modal effectiveness 
in informing the 

customer of fibre 
upgrade.

Is the Modal affective 
in delivering the 

benefits of the Fibre 
upgrade?

Does the way we 
present our summary
confuse customers?

How do users digest 
the information 

provided on the plan 
cards?

Adding filters to the 
plan table - is it more 
effective or counter 

intuitive?

Take a look at the 
information presented and 

talk through whether there's 
anything that you like, dislike 

or that confuses you.

8 Elpara way, 
HAMPTON 
PARK VIC 

2976

Plan set - filters
or no filter

I want to know if...
the information presented 
on the modal is persuasive
in making them choose FC

Searching for Home Internet 
and considering all options. 

You have checked your 
address and are presented 
with the following pop up.

Remember to think- out- 
loud about anything you 
don’t understand or find 

difficult.

Which statement 
would best describe

how you feel?

Does the presence of 
Fibre Upgrade plans 

impact their selection?

Do they notice 
Fibre Connect 

plans?

Are there too 
many options?

Will toggles/filters 
help with narrowing
down their choice?

Modal to show only 
Fibre Connect plans 

with an option to see 
all plans

Does it 
make sense

Given the information 
provided in the modal, 

what would their 
selection be?

You are eligible 
for a free Fibre 

upgrade.

View the plan options 
available. Look through the 
plans available to you and 
select a plan that is most 

suitable for your household.

Remember to think- out- 
loud about anything you 
don’t understand or find 

difficult.

I found this task easy to complete.

Strongly Disagree - Strongly Agree
1 - 5I would look for 

a Fibre Connect 
plan

I would look for 
a non- Fibre 

Connect plan

I need more
information

What information 
do you need to 

know?

Please explain
your answer

You are now on the 
'Sign up' page and are 

presented with this 
information

Take a look at the page, 
and talk aloud about 

anything that you like, 
dislike or find confusing.

Based on the information 
presented, I am confident to 
proceeding with the order.

1 Strongly Disagree - 5 Strongly 
Agree

Budget of

What options 
would users 

choose?

Do users find this flow 
easier to make their 
selection or harder?

I want to know if...
adding in the option to filter 
options help users with the 

decision making and an 
overall better UX

You are eligible 
for a free Fibre 

upgrade.

View the plan options 
available. Look through the 
plans available to you and 
select a plan that is most 

suitable for your household.

Remember to think- out- 
loud about anything you 
don’t understand or find 

difficult.

I found this task easy to complete.

Strongly Disagree - Strongly Agree
1 - 5

You're ready to 
order your NBN 

plan.

Go ahead and add the plan
to cart. talk aloud about 
anything that you like, 

dislike or find confusing.

Remember to think- out- 
loud about anything you 
don’t understand or find 

difficult.

[INTRODUCTION] Imagine you are looking to 
purchase Home Internet and your search 
leads you to iiNet’s NBN plans page. You 
have just entered your home address, and 
you see this modal pop- up on screen.
[Task] Take a look at the information 
presented on the modal and talk through 
whether there’s anything that you like, dislike 
or that confuses you.
[Complete] Once done, click the ’Success’ 
button within the task.

Based on what you have just seen, which of 
the following statements, best describe how 
you feel?

I would choose to Upgrade to NBN Fibre
I would NOT choose to Upgrade to NBN 
Fibre
I need more information

Please explain your answer

[SCENARIO] You are now ready to select a 
plan.
[TASK] Close the modal and take a look at the 
plans available on this page. Select a plan that 
is most suitable for your household.
Remember to think- out- loud about anything 
you like, dislike or don’t understand.
[Complete] Once done, click the ’Success’ 
button within the task.

I found this task easy to complete.

Strongly Disagree - Strongly Agree
1 - 5

I found this task easy to complete.

Strongly Disagree - Strongly Agree
1 - 5

We are about to show you an alternative 
prototype. Please think of this design in isolation 
to the previous tasks.
[SCENARIO] You are now ready to select a 
plan.
[TASK] View the modal again and the plans 
on the page. Select what is most suitable for 
your household.
Remember to think- out- loud about anything 
you like, dislike or don’t understand.
[Complete] Once done, click the ’Success’ 
button within the task.
 

[SCENARIO] Imagine you decide to choose a 
plan that includes the $0 Fibre Upgrade.
[TASK] Scroll down to review the 
information regarding an Interim Plan. Talk 
aloud about anything that you like, dislike or 
find confusing.
[COMPLETE] Once done, click the ’Success’ 
button within the task.

[SCENARIO] In this final task, Imagine you 
have selected the NBN100 with $0 Fibre 
Upgrade in the previous task. You are then 
brought to the ’Signup’ page.
[TASK] Take a look at the Order Summary 
present to you. Talk aloud about anything 
that you like, dislike or find confusing.
[COMPLETE] Once done, click the ’Success’ 
button within the task.

Based on the information presented, I am 
confident to proceeding with the order.

1 Strongly Disagree - 5 Strongly Agree

I understand why an interim plan is included 
for plans with $0 Fibre Upgrade.

should test 
the two 
different 

nbn100 plans

ask about 
choice of 
interim 
plans.

Which plan selection experience did you 
prefer?

A - First prototype (Task 2)
B - Second prototype (Task 3)

Please explain your answer Is there anything you would change to the 
Order Summary? Please specify.

P1 T1:
"I think I've got NBN so 

I don't think I can do 
fibre to the node or 
fiber to the curb."
"I would definitely 

press find out more."

P1 T1:
"The heading is quite clear,

it's enticing and then it 
clearly describes  what is 

fibre and what it can 
provide me."

Copy

P1 T2:
"So there's, there's a lot of 

choice here.
Um And I would have 

actually expected fibre 
upgrades to be the first 
one that's available just 
because of the ad that 

came up before."

P1 T2:
Unsure what the 
icons mean - but 

"I assume this 
kind of means like

fibre."

P1 T2:
"But it is the same price as 

the, the NBN 100.
So with that comparison, 
you, you maybe might as 

well go for this one 
because it says you get a 

free upgrade."

NBN100 vs
NBN100

P1 T2:
"I think there's  a little bit 

too much information 
here.

The way that it's presented,
there's a lot and it's hard 

to compare."

P1 T3:
"I can filter. 

This makes it 
a lot clearer."

P1 T3:
"I guess you get 

an interim plan, I 
get this with the 

same speed, 
which is great."

Interim plan
100Mbps

P1 T1:
"So I can see the one that 

I've selected and the 
NBN100 is a like pretty 

much the same, I've got the
same speeds, same price. 

So yeah, I like that."

P1 T1:
"wording here is easy to 

understand. It clearly tells 
me that it's gonna take a 
few weeks to install and 
that I'll get um this in the 
meantime, and I can also 
pick a different plan if I 

want to."

P1 T5:
"I guess um I don't really know 

what FTTN means.
I think it means Fibre to the Node.
I don't know what FTTP means.
I think it was on another page.
But yeah, I think like a regular 

consumer,  they may not know
exactly what that means."

P1 T5:
"at first glance, it 
just seems like a 

lot of information 
is presented."

P1 T5:
"I'm a little confused about what 
the difference is between here.

I guess monthly just kind of 
means ongoing every month and 

then interim means this, but it 
doesn't say how long for, I 
guess until my other one 

comes into effect."

P1 T5:
"So I guess I'm a little confused 

about what the difference is 
between here.

So I guess monthly just kind of 
means ongoing every month and

then interim means this, but it 
doesn't say how long for, I guess 

until my other one comes into 
effect."

P2 T1: First impressions of the 
plan table:

"I don't really like how there's so 
much here there's a lot of 

information and I honestly feel 
a little overwhelmed by that."...
"I really, I, I find that there's too 
much information for me and 

I'm getting overwhelmed."

P2 T1: First impressions of 
the plan table:

"Maybe because you've like
you would say how many 
people you had and then 
it could just bring up the 

ones that were applicable
to you that might be a little 

less overwhelming."

Filter by number 
of users

P2 T1:
"Then there's this [HWB - $59.99]

one too which would also be 
suitable for us.

Which I actually think is better 
because it is the same as this 

one over here [NBN50], which is 
3-6 users. It's more expensive."

P2 T2: First impressions of the 
plan table:

"I would be thinking that in this 
case, would I be better off 
talking to someone on the 
phone to find out my exact 
needs and what would be 

applicable rather than just 
purchasing online which maybe

defeats the purpose."

P2 T3:
"OK. OK.

I already like this page 
better because here we've 

got the show war plans and
then show non fibre and 

show fibre."

P2 T3:
"Yeah, so I definitely I'm

a big fan of these 
menus and you can 

have a look at all.
It's very clear.

I really like that."

P2 T1:
"that was pretty 
straightforward,

I think."

P2 T1:
"I really like it that it's 

showing you both.
It's not just showing you 

this [Intrim Plan].
It's reconfirming that you 
have got this interim plan 

until [Fibre] activates."

P2 T5:
"So I'm, a little confused.

So you've got the monthly plan fee, but 
then you've also got this interim fee.

Is that on top of that monthly plan 
fee?

I don't think that's completely clear.
I feel like there's too many $89.99 

here.
The first month's plan fee and the total 

upfront cost.
Are you paying total up front?"

P3 T2:
Chose HWB. "There is more

further down but they're 
getting very expensive and 
I don't need them speeds.
I'm quite happy with the 

number one."

P3 T2:
"I like the $59 one.

50Mb a second. 
My favourite. I like
the one month."

FWA

P6 T5:
"Add the date 

ranges on when 
the plans will take 
effect and actively 

charge me."
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P3:
"this [FWA] was by

far the better 
deal!!!! good price 
and a good speed 
for 2 to 5 users"

P4 T1:
"Wow, that's wonderful. It 
tells me the advantages 
of it that it's a fast internet 

speed, more reliable 
connectivity and better 

support for multiple users.
I like that.That looks 

great."

P4 T1:
" I do like the fact that there's 

a 4G alternative to NBN.
Not to say that I need it, but the 

fact that it's available is 
something that appeals to me 
and the pricing of it is actually at
the same price as the NBN 50  
with a limitless data and they're 

both limitless data."

P4 T1:
"this is almost, 

this is almost a 
better deal.

Oh, yeah, I like 
this."

P4 T1:
"I'm assuming that the 

fibre plans are the ones 
with the NBN direct.

So that you've got a 
physical fibre cable coming 
to your house and the non 
fibre plans would be the 

wireless broadband."

P4 T1:
"A little bit confused 
there because the 

fibre plans they're at
much higher speeds
and I wasn't aware 

of those."

Fibre toggle
labels

P4 T1:
"I just assumed that the 
fibre plans were just the 
all the ones which were 
even the lowest speed 
ones and the non fibre 

plans that even included 
the  50 25 12 megabit."

P4 T1:
"This is good.

I like that.
It's clear."

P4 T1:
"it shows I like the tick to indicate

that this is the plan that I'm 
going to be using as an interim 
and it's effectively the same, it's 

the same price.
Yeah, I like that approach.
It's almost like a seamless 

thing.
So, yeah.

No, I'm, I'm happy with that."

P4 T1:
"Nothing 
confusing 
about it"

P4 T5:
"I like it."

P4 T5:
"It's pretty clear maybe 
the font could be a little

bit bigger but maybe 
that's just a me 

problem um in the 
order summary."

P5 T1:
"I'm quite confused with the 
informations. What is the 

difference between FTTN/FTTC
and FTTP?

They should have like a 
question or  an information or 
a hyperlink where I click in, I 

can see the differences between 
those academic words for a 

normal users."

P5 T1:
"$0 is promising.
But is there any 
catch for that?"

Copy

P5 T1:
"But overall with

all the plans, I 
find it a bit 
expensive."

P5 T1:
"I like the transparent with 

all the speed and typical 
speed for uses around the 

household. So you can 
measure to which plans 
that's suitable for your 

household."

P5 T1:
"They didn't even give   

further details regarding 
the differences between 
the fibre and the normal 

plans. SO of course, I'm 
confused. "

Copy

P5 T1:
" find this one way 

better than the 
previous ones.

All the informations are
presented very well 
and coordinated."

P5 T1:
"Also, um they still don't 

have the explanations with 
the informations, the 

differences between the 
non fiber plans and fiber 

plans."

P5 T1:
" just want to know um 

at least put some 
review of the plans and

the differences 
between NBN and NBN

fibre."

P5 T1:
"What I like is, the 

informations are well, 
is well presented, um 

thorough explanations 
and what I can do with 

current plans."

P5 T5:
"But they didn't mention after 

12 months, the price you need 
to pay is this. Its better so that I 
don't have feel surprised even 

though I know it's up to 12 
months, but I don't feel any 

surprise with the price increase."

tech terms

EXAMPLE

USERTEST
unmoderated

Shall we 
use iiNet 

branding or
not?

Feedback

Tooltip 
when plan 

is not 
availale

Placement 
and 

visibility of 
MAS

Effectiveness 
of messaging 

when selecting
plan above 

MAS

How might we 
display the MAS 

on our NBN 
page, post SQ in
an effective way.

How might we make it clear
to users that they cannot 

purchase specific plans due
to low MAS. e.g show 

unavailable messages or 
simply hide plans etc.

How might we get the user 
to confirm they wish to 
purchase a plan despite 

low MAS without 
interrupting current flow 
e.g. inline as per mock or 

modal after proceeding etc

Maximum attainable speed (MAS) 
The customers estimated download and upload speed
NBN (FTTN/B/C) only - These customers will not be eligible 
for NBN250 & NBN1000 (until Fibre Connect becomes 
available)

Perhaps show 
modal on selection 

instead of when 
proceeding to cart. 

Keep message 
inline. (CC)

vodafone 
has a 

checklist 
bullet

mention the 
language (lower)

in the next 
walkthough / 

candice

Caleb: checkbox
maybe closer to 
the table rather 
than the sign up

button?
Do we need the 
inline message if 
we're displaying 

modal to all users 
proceeding to cart

consider 
turning this
component
more 'alert'

CTA could read
"Unavailable at
your address"

Is the 
orange link 
interactive?

@Juanma these feel like 
selectable buttons which I think 
is a little misleading. I do like the 

idea of exploring this view 
though. Ca you please try 

something simpler with just the  
 down arrows (Not the speedo 

that was previously used)

This side 
would be 
"Typical 
evening 
speed"

Lets use the warning 
alert: https://www.figma.co
m/file/MK9Y4J9Spw8PehVjS
mXPos/iiNet- Components? 
type=design&node- id=18- 
2549&t=8KQWw7Wdoeme
UYnA- 0 use the icon below

@Juanma this is an arrow 
svg from our icon set. Can 

we see if it works to replace
all the arrows in SQ and 
modals. It may not look 

great when too small but 
lets try

@Juanma ple
ase use this 
svg in the 

alert above

@Juanma please update 
tooltip to use this 

stule: https://www.figma.co
m/file/MK9Y4J9Spw8PehVjS
mXPos/iiNet- Components? 

type=design&node- 
id=1391- 

189532&t=8KQWw7Wdoe
meUYnA- 0

@Juanma we 
need to see whats

inside this 
accordion also. 
Can you please 

add

chien suggests to 
use 4 different 

sets, 5 users each

potential 
prototype: hide 

4G

chien: potential test 
task > show the UI and 
ask them: what's the 

maximum speed

Feedback and comments

Who is your current internet 
service provider?
- Optus
- Telstra
- TPG
- Vodafone
- Other X

What type of home internet 
do you have?

ADSL
NBN
4G Home Broadband
5G Home Broadband
Cable internet (not NBN)
Other
I don't have home 
internet X

X = Decline

They must be 
over 18

Need to be 
main buyer

Which of the following best 
describes your role in 
choosing which home 
internet your household 
uses?
I am not involved X
I share responsibility
I have sole responsibility

We want 
customers who 
are with the top 
3 telcos + TPG

We want home 
internet 
customers

Screener

Please tell us your age?
Under 18 X 
18 to 25
26 to 35
36 to 45
46 to 55
56 to 65
66 over

Must live in 
Australia

Requirment

What country do you live in?
- Australia
- All others X

Question 
5

Question 
3

Question 
4

Question 
2

Question 
1

In short: we are presenting the users with
4 different scenarios that involve looking 

for their MAS and at the end we will 
make them rank how clear was to find it 

and also rank the TES so we can compare
it with something.

The prototype will focus on the user 
being able to select NBN plans, making 

5G plans not clickable/invisible.

No open text boxes, just sweet and short 
questions easy to understand to avoid 

dropout or guessing

Copy 
review 

required

JM: obscure 
design 

patterns? 
make less 

'dodgy'

try option: 
swap 

priority of 
buttons

when to 
fire the 
modal??

Do we change 
preselection if 
NBN50 is over 

MAS

Add 
MAS 
here

TRY THIS:
if not 

selected, 
modal

v.A: Clickable disclaimer at selection

If disclaimer not selected, modal
triggers after user clicks SIGN UP NOW

v.B: Just disclaimer + clickable terms before checkout

v.D: Modal triggered at plan selection

Do we change 
preselection if 
NBN50 is over 

MAS

Signup only clickable if disclaimer selected

MAS disclaimer added in a new field in step 3

NEW FIELDS
Maximum Speeds

I acknowledge that the plan selected NBN100 will not 
reach my Maximum Speed at my address and I still would 
like to purchase this plan.

Maximum Speeds
I acknowledge that the plan selected NBN100 will not reach my Maximum 
Speed at my address and I still would like to purchase this plan.

Alternative: Just adding 
another tickable field or 

change the term's 
paragraph to include MAS

v.C: Disclaimer at selection, modal 
triggered after SIGN UP NOW clicked

v.A v.B v.C

users 
might miss

them modal is
cleaner?

kinda 
hidden

button arrow 
left is not part 
of the design 

system,

alert red 
might be 

TOO MUCH, 
use info blue?

the 2 button are 
not working in 
this particualr 

case when 
triggered at 

selection

clearer modal?
include 

download AND
upload

keep the button
use consistent

John
vC with 

disclaimer 
copy from vA

Mid Tiers

modal v.A

modal v.B

@Juanma Please 
mock a variation 

without a graph or 
speedo. Just a table 

that shows the 
difference. Wary of 

overengineering this

Content 
review 

required

Content 
review 

required

Common checkout

Discarted iterations

Add 
MAS 
here

MAS disclaimer added in a new field in step 3

NEW FIELDS
Maximum Speeds

I acknowledge that Maximum Speed can only be calculated after 
the activation of the service and I understand the alternative 
solutions if this plan does not reach desired speeds:

downgrade my plan at no cost
cancel my plan at no cost
claim a refund.

Maximum Speeds
I acknowledge that Maximum Speed can only be calculated after the 
activation of the service and I understand the alternative solutions if this plan 
does not reach desired speeds.

Alternative: Just adding 
another tickable field or 

change the term's 
paragraph to include MAS

Content 
review 

required

Content 
review 

required

Checkout MAS not calulatedMAS suffice all plans

MAS not mentioned

modal v.C

PROJECT: https://mana
ger2.userzoom.com/66
22/monitor/76

 Modal triggered when clicking checkout

p g p p
glwzTVXPVbbX2I/iiGroup- Plan- Page- UI- FINAL? 
type=design&node- id=2417- 54115&viewport=- 
1983%2C1365%2C0.12&scaling=min- 
zoom&starting- point- node- 
id=2633%3A68839&show- proto- sidebar=1

FIGMA 
PROTOTYPE

LINK 1

FIGMA 
PROTOTYPE

LINK 2

FIGMA 
PROTOTYPE

LINK 3

FIGMA 
PROTOTYPE

LINK 4

Suggest removing 
"Purchase it" as 

they cannot 
purchase the plan

with the 
prototype

Why ask them to click 
"signup now"? What 
does it do other than 

scroll to top? They need
to click "SUCCESS" in 

userzoom to complete 
the test

Reworded to use 
"household" as it 
is more inclusive 

compared to 
"family"

Please update the
CTA in the 

prototype to be 
"Check address" 

not "Find 
Address"

There is no 
need to explain 
the scale as it is 
presented in the

test

Will people 
choose the 
free fibre 
upgrade

Who is this 
product 

designed 
for?

Rohan: do we 
need more 

fidelity? specify
the test user

Rohan: should we 
dial in in what's the 

user thought 
process when they 

are telling they 
CANT buy a 

product?

screener: go to
make them 
actually go 
through a 
screener?

Rohan: close to realness 
situation. If it out of our 

possibility, maybe get them
to make extra questions 
about the last time they 

changed provider and the 
decisions htey went 

through

Rohan: the focus should be
the comprehension of the 
user of speed and kind of 
journey they are taking. At 

basic level, no one 
understand this thins

Rohan: potentially 
make the user go 

through a task 
introducing the 

concepts of speed 
and check where 

user could get lost

Rohan: because we are 
using more abstract 
concepts, maybe it is 

positive to reuse the same 
set of users and take them 

from the happy path to 
unsuccessful path

Rohan feedback session

potentially 
discard the 
happy path

NEXT STEPS Acc to Rohan: 
testing users about the process 

and test about their 
understanding, having in mind 

this first iteration will be a 
'conversation starter' for a future

more refined product. 
Accompanied with DATA of 

fallout, unhappy customers etc

AFTER ROHAN'S MEETING WOULD 
CONSIDER BRIINGING BACK THESE:
- TES helped me decide for this plan

- MAS helped me decide for this 
plan

Question 
6

When was the last time you 
looked to update your Home 
internet?
Never, I do not X
Within the last week
Within the last month
Within the past year
More than a year ago

Need to be 
familiar

N
EW

?

Task D ?

Reusing happy path users of TASK A that 
are now familiar with the page to go 
through task B, the most difficult one, so 
we can make the user understand a bit 
more the concept of MAS and maybe ask 
questions about the design itself.

I want to know if the information presented to 
the user can be digested and understood and 
if it represents a critical point in the purchase 
process

PROPOSED NEW QUESTIONS FOR THE 
SECOND ROUND:
In a scale to STRONGLY DISAGREE (1) and 
STRONGLY AGREE (5), please reate the 
following statements:

- I confuse Typical Evening speed with 
Maximum speed
- In comparison with the first task, 
Maximum speed details are more clear

- I find Maximum speed important in this 
second task
- The information exposed to me about 
maximum speed is sufficient
- The pop up box about the speed 
comparisions is clear
- I prefer to be well informed of my speed 
limitations
- The overall information in this page is too 
much
- The information about Maximum speed is 
too much

OPEN TEXT QUESTION
Thanks for participating in this study. Our 
goal was to understand how you would 
perceive the concepts of speed on our 
webpage. Please, let us know any 
comments, improvement suggestions, or 
areas you found confusing.

FIGMA 
SPEEDTEST 
LINK 1&4

FIGMA 
SPEEDTEST 

LINK 3

FIGMA 
SPEEDTEST 

LINK 2

FIGMA 
SPEEDTEST 
LINK 1&4

X

Action plan

Remaining items 8

To do 7 In progress 1 Done 0

Iterate designs
2

User Test to verify designs
2

Review with PO
1

Walkthrough of Final Designs with
Stakeholders
2

Final Designs based on Test Results
2

Synthesise tests results
2

Synthesise tests results User Test

New 
customer 

(MAS 
version)

FIND

VISUALS
Homepage NBN plans page REGO (About You)

BUY

Sign up Now

NARROWEXPLORE

REGO (Service details) REGO (Payment)REGO (Account details)

BUYDECIDE

Default

[On SQ 
Load]
Show 
modal

IF Fibre Connect Eligible

[On SQ 
Load]

Show all 
Plans

BAU

BAU

When SQ is NBN 
(whether 

eligible/ineligible for
Fibre Connect), page

should redirect to 
NBN Plan page

IF Fibre 
Connect 
Eligible, 

Show Modal

Default
(open 

Monthly 
Plan Fees)

all 
accordions
expanded

GET

Dashboard Order Status

ANTICIPATE & RECEIVE

Appointment Rescheduling

opens
modal

Existing
Service

DISPLAY 
RULES

Do we want to 
restate the 
discount on 

Interim 
Service?

Copy 
needs to 

be refined

MAS 
displayed

in SQ

NBN100 FTTN 
is hidden - not 
supported by 

customer's 
MAS

MAS

Could we 
incorporate 

MAS results in 
this modal?

HIDE NBN100 
instead of disable it -

customers will get 
NBN100 FTTN 

anyway, and be 
switched over to a 
better technology

Simplify 
plan 

selection

Reiterate
the 

discount

CONTENT 
TO 

REVIEW

Dynamic 
Modal 

based on 
MAS

CONTENT 
TO 

REVIEW

CONTENT 
TO 

REVIEW

When FC
plan is 

selected

Negative

User's speed indicator seemed to be the NAME of the product, for 
example NBN50
Did not scroll first through the plans even if indicated in the 
description of the task (3)

___
User noticed the suitable user number and was a key decision point

Did not scroll first through the plans even if indicated in the 
description of the task (4)

User evaluated the estimated number of people of the plans
User read the modal properly and understood he will not reach 
speeds and chose a lower plan effectively
"I only got 5 people and this is the closest one to maximum speed so 
I'm gonna stick with 50"
User remembered their maximum speed at the modal and could 
compare it at the table

____

User noticed MAS SQ (x4)
remembered the difference with the previous task (2)
User knew how to re- trigger the modal
Took him a while but knew which plan was more optimal for his case 
and discarted the exceeding one

____
User had enough information on the MAS SQ to understand what 
plan was good and didn't even trigger the modal

____
User understood the modal cleary and knew that the plan was 
discouraged and selected the previous one

_____
Only this user noticed the red info banner after the modal
He chose the right plan after being confused for a bit after the modal 
and correctly explain the advantages of price, speed and users

Ignored the MAS SQ completely at the address finder
______

User's first instict was to close the modal, stopped right before when 
realised there was important text
User's clicked the cross in the modal instead of any of the buttons
"I am surprised the information didn't display on the actual thing"
"I wold have expected that information appear before and I assumed 
the speed was 100 not 90"
User has been elucubrating about why the speed can't be reached 
but didn't selec the plan so the information of the info banner never 
appeared and didn't read the modal that in detail and forgot some 
data once he closed it down

_____
Unsure but I think user after rewieving SQ and modal still ended up 
choosing the exceeding MAS card mainly based on suggested users
Did not aknowledge info red banner after modal x(4)

_________
User thought that the preselected plan is the one that was currently 
contracted
User first thought is that the plan over MAS is still the most 
appropiate, even after the modal and reading the banner. Selected 
50 (correct) after all though

Ignored the MAS SQ completely at the address finder (x4)
_______

User thought that the preselected plan is the one that was currently 
contracted

User noticed the MAS SQ (x2)
and understood the number and could compare it in the plans
User dwelved into the MAS SQ and expanded it and said he liked it

______

User can easily make a selection for their number of users and 
desired speed and it's an appropiate one

Open 
comment

All the info was good an appropriate. I had no problems.

I think so providing details in terms of what speed is available at the 
given address and what plan suits you based on the same and the 
usage, is sufficient enough to make a decision and I believe the 
website provides those information quite clearly.

allowing filters for number of people or speeds to help sort through 
which plan is more ideal without having to read through all the 
information

I think the average displayed on the pop- up box is very useful, 
especially when it’s lower than any number on the card, however, it 
did not show up when my max household speed was above 
100Mbps. I would’ve appreciated having that information on the 
selection card instead, or at very least, within a pop- up when 
selecting it too
I found the pop up about speed very useful. Especially because that 
did equate to a saving for me of about $25 a month if I selected to 
50mps plan instead of the 100mps plan, especially given the 
maximum speed at my address could only reach 72mps. I missed 
the section at the top where you check your address where it tells 
you what speed your home can get. Maybe that could be made a bit 
bigger so you’re more easily able to make those suitable speed plan 
decisions without the pop up having to warn you first. But apart 
from that it is quite clear and easy to understand the speed 
packages and what’s included.
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Thanks for participating in this study. Our goal was to 
understand how you would perceive the concepts of speed 
on our webpage. Please, let us know any comments, 
improvement suggestions, or areas you found confusing:
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